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Key - possible answers: 

1. I have been / I have never been to NY / Washington D.C. I visited / saw ................................................. . 

 

2. I would like to visit/see / I want to see/visit ................................................. . 

 

3. We could see NY in these films / Films set in NY are for example: King Kong, Godzilla, Armageddon, 

Independence Day, The Amazing Spider Man, Hitch, The Matrix, Home Alone: Lost in New York. 

 

4. We could see Washington D.C. in these films / Films set in Washington D.C. are for instance: The 

American President, The War of the Roses, X-Men, Iron Man 2, Transformers, and Independence Day. 

 

5. September 11 attacks (also referred to as September 11, September 11th, or 9/11) were a series of four 

suicide attacks upon the United States in New York City and the Washington, D.C. on September 11, 2001.  

Terrorists from the Islamist militant group al-Qaeda hijacked four passenger jets. The hijackers intentionally 

flew two of those planes into the North and South towers of the World Trade Centre complex in New 

York City; both towers collapsed within two hours.  

The hijackers also intentionally crashed into the Pentagon and intended to pilot the fourth hijacked jet into 

the United States Capitol Building in Washington, D.C.; however, the plane crashed into a field after its 

passengers attempted to take control of the jet from the hijackers.  

Nearly 3,000 people died in the attacks.  

The destruction of the Twin Towers caused serious damage to the economy of Lower Manhattan and had a 

significant impact on global markets. Numerous memorials were constructed after the catastrophe. 

 

TEST 

skyscraper     port      freedom 

coast      hope      square 

poor      unemployed      seat 

extend      cemetery     elevator / lift 

orchard     hustle and bustle    hijack 

currency     religion      statue 

mountainous     lowland     desert 

oblong      stripe      corn 

terrorist attack     navigator     description 

voyage      bay      earthquake 
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